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Abstract: A Tamil is a south-Indian language, this research paper is customized its work in Modern Tamil 

Grammar checker. Grammar checker is one of the parts in Spell checker, Grammar Checker also differentiate 

from patterns. The patterns are known as Prose, Poetry and Novel etc., this paper, the research is explained the 

pattern and grammar features about the prose. All over the world language communication is available through 

spoken and written. For a formal documentation, people are using prose-based grammatical formats or 

patterns. In Modern or colloquial Tamil Prose-based features are Punctuation, Transliteration, Sandhi, Word-

based Morphology and Words Understanding. These are the processes are available to create a Prose-based 

Grammar checker. 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Modern Tamil, Rule based Machine Translation, Computational 
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I. Introduction 

Recent Tamil Computational Prose is put the punctuation to the capable places in given grammatical terms in a 

system. It is translated indirectly the input text into intermediate text for passing the grammatical rules, Sandhi is 

a set of grammar rules and consisting few process like insertion, deletion and alternation. Word-based 

morphology is the enhanced stage compared than the previous stage of the Sandhi. Finally, the word-based 

understanding also a part to create a Tamil Prose-based Grammar Checker in Tamil NLP. 

II.  Natural Language Processing 

NLP stands for Natural Language Processing, this process is feeding a particular language pattern to produce an 

application, and it is differentiated upon the creativity or idea. NLP is applicable in mechatronics, computer 

science, robotics and electrical and electronics etc., Nowadays, machines are controlled by the computer 

programs, for an example humanoid robot. Apart from English, Indic script is having responsibilities to create a n 

number of application like English language.  

III. Modern Tamil 

Modern Tamil is a colloquial (spoken) language in south India. Few years before, Tamil people were used 

Classical Tamil and Middle Tamil. Each category of Tamil is having different dimensions and functionalities. 

This research is took Modern Tamil data for the uses of creating formal text-based application. Compared than 

other category of the Tamil, the Modern Tamil application is used to the people for their formal needs. It is 

allowing north-indian letters also. This is lightly following English style to preparing the documentation, sentence 

making etc.,. 

IV. Rule-Based Machine Translation 

Tanveer Siddiqui, U. S. Tiwary  says, “Rule-based Machine Translation systems parse the source text and 

produce an intermediate representation, which may be a parse tree or some abstract representation. The target 

language text is generated from the intermediate representation. These systems rely on specification of rules of 

morphology, syntax, lexical selection and transfer, semantic analysis and generation, and are hence called rule-

based systems. 

Interlingua machine translation 

In interlingua-based machine translation approach, the source language text is converted into a language 

independent meaning representation called ‘interlingua’ ”. 

V. Methods Of Computational Prose Features In Tamil 

A. Tamil Transliteration: 

A word from one language is written in other way in another language, why because, each and every language 

syllables procedure and word structure was different. One word of a language is matched with another language 

spells and letters is named as transliteration. 

Transliteration Demands 

When a new word formation and translation procedures are difficult. On that time we use transliteration for the 

temporary relief. When the new words are comes on colloquial practices.  The transliteration is automatically 

hidden slowly from the utilities. 
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Analytical Results: Tamil having 300 letters including North-Indian languages like Hindi, Sanskrit etc., Each 

and Every letter is having intermediate source language text; it is named as Transliteration or Bi-lingual 

Transliteration or Indirect Machine Translation or Interlingua-Machine Translation.  This Method is used to 

passing the rules. Under the following the table can explained about it briefly. 

Example Table of Tamil Transliteration 

 
Evaluation and Results: The Evaluation of Transliteration system can be done manually or automatically by 

the use of metrics like Transliteration Accuracy. For evaluating the performance of this transliteration system, 

transliteration accuracy of the transliterated system is checked by determining the total number of Tamil input 

data generated divided by total number of English generated transliterations. 

                                   Total No. of Language  

                                    input data 

Transliteration =    ------------------------------X 100 

Accuracy                   Total No. of converted  

                                    English transliterated data. 

 

= 300/300X100 = 100% 
 

B. Modern Tamil Sandhi Rules Generator: 

Analytical Results:  Hybrid Model:[3] 

In computer-based information systems, errors of sandhi rules constitute a very common source of variation 

between strings.  These errors have been widely investigated.  All investigations agree that single character 

insertion, deletion and alternation are the most common sandhi rules mistakes.  In an early investigation, 

Damearu(1964) reported that over 80% of the typing errors were single-error misspellings: 

(1)substitution of a single letter, 

(2)deletion of a single letter 

(3)insertion of  a single letter  and  

(4)transposition of two adjacent letters. 

Shafer and Hardwick (1968) found that the most common type of single character error was substitution, 

followed by omission of a letter, and then insertion of a letter, Single character omission occurs when a single is 

missed (deleted). Insertion error refers to the presence of an extra character in a word; Substitution error occurs 

when a wrong letter is typed in place of the right one and reversal/transposition of two adjacent letters refers to a 

situation in which the sequence of characters is reversed. 

Context dependent error detection and correction methods, utilize the context of a word to detect and correct 

errors. This requires grammatical analysis and is thus more complex and language dependent.  Even in context 

dependent methods, the list of candidate words must first be obtained using an isolated-word method before 

making a selection depending on the context. 

The spelling correction algorithm has been broadly categorized by kukich(1992) as follows. 
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Minimum edit distance The minimum edit distance between two strings is the minimum number of operations 

(insertions, deletions, or substitutions) required to transform one string into another. Spelling correction 

algorithms based on minimum edit distance are the most studied algorithms. 

 

Rule based techniques in spelling corrections In a rule-based technique, a set of rules (heuristics) derived 

from knowledge of  a common spelling error pattern is used to transform misspelled words into valid words. For 

example, if it is known that many errors occur from the letters க் is typed as ச், then we may write the rule that 

represents this. 

 

Minimum Edit Distance The minimum edit distance is the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions 

required to change one string into another (Wagner and Fischer 1974).  When we talk about distance between 

two strings, we are talking of the minimum edit distance between ‘anga calai’ and ‘antaccalai’ is 2: We 

substitute ‘t’ for ‘g’ and insert ‘c’ before ‘c’.  No smaller edit sequence can be found for this conversion.  

Therefore, the minimum edit distance is 2.  Edit distance between two strings can be represented as a binary 

function; it is maps two strings to their edit distance. 

Edit distance can be viewed as a string alignment problem.  By aligning two strings, we can measure the degree 

to which they match. There may be more than one possible alignment between two strings.  The best possible 

alignment corresponds to the minimum edit distance between the strings. The alignment shown here, between 

anga calai and antaccalai, has a distance of 2. 

a n g a  _ c a l a i 

a n t a c c a l a i 

A dash in the upper string indicates insertion.  A substitution occurs when the two alignment symbols do not 

match(shown in bold).  We can associate a weight or cost with each operation.  The levensthein distance 

between two sequences is obtained by assigning a unit cost to each operation.  Another possible alignment for 

this sequence is: 

a n _ a  _ c a l a i 

a n t a c c a l a i 

which has a cost of 3. We already have a better alignment than this one.  

The problem of finding minimum edit distance seems quite but in fact is not so.  A choice that seems good 

initially might lead to problems later.  Dynamic programming algorithms can be quite useful for finding 

minimum edit distance between two sequences.  Dynamic programming refers to a class of algorithms that 

apply a table-driven approach to solve the problems by combining solutions to sub-problems.  The dynamic 

programming algorithm for minimum edit distance is implemented by creating an edit distance matrix.  This 

matrix has one row for each symbol in the source string and one column for each matrix in the target string.  

The(i, j)th cell in this matrix represents the distance between the first i character of the source and the first j 

character of the target string.  Each cell can be computed as a simple function of its surrounding cells. Thus, by 

starting at the beginning of the matrix, it is possible to fill each entry iteratively. The value in each cell is 

computed in terms of three possible paths. 

   dist[i-1,j]+insert_cost, 

 dist[i,j]=  dist[i-1,j-1]+subst_cos t[source i, target  j] 

                                dist[i,j-1]+delete_cost 

The substitution will be 0 if the character in the source matches with character in the target. The minimum edit 

distance algorithm is shown in Fig 1. How the algorithm computes the minimum edit distance between anga 

calai and antaccalai is shown in Fig 2. 

 

 
Figure 1. Minimum edit distance algorithm 
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 # a N t a c c A l a i 

# 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

a 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

n 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

g 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

a 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 

c 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

a 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 

l 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 

a 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 

i 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 

Figure 2. Computing minimum edit distance 

Minimum edit distance algorithms are also useful for determining accuracy in Modern Tamil Sandhi Rules 

Generator systems. Kemal Oflazer (1996) proposed an efficient algorithm based on spelling algorithm based on 

spelling correction with finite state automata. 

Table of Prose-based Sandhi Rules Generator 

 
Sandhi rules is a basic grammar rule In Tamil language. It is used to joining the two words or single word using 

space and without space, insertion, deletion and alternation. This method is explained in about table. In this 

Modern Tamil Sandhi Rules Generator is categorized Sandhi into two, one is ‘aga sandhi’, it is otherwise called 

internal joining of single word using insertion, deletion and alternation, and the another is named as ‘pura 

sandhi’, it is otherwise called external joining of the two words using insertion, deletion and alternation. 

Example of Aga sandhi: 

Input:  āṭu  

Result:  āṭṭut  

Example of Pura sandhi: 

Input: anta cālai 

Result:  antaccālai 

 

C. Word-Based Morphology Generator: 

Morphology is classified into three: 

1. Word-based Morphology 

2. Lexeme-based Morphology and  

3. Morpheme-based Morphology. 

In these above three categories, this paper explained about Word-based Morphology, it is also otherwise called 

untagged data or word-based paradigm. In Modern Tamil, the Word-based Morphology concentrates under two 

methods.  The first methods are Words in Grammatical Terms and the second methods are Procedure for 

writing individual words. 
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Table of Word-based Morphology Generator 

Method 1: 

 
 

Method 2: 

 
 
4. Modern Tamil Punctuation Rules In Prose-Based Grammar Checker: When people are spoken on 

times we gave small and large time intervals, between the words.  In these ways, we should avoid the confusions 

in news communication.  These are the same procedures, we following in the time of writing the sentences; we 

place the punctuation marks to the equal of spoken communication in written.  This written communication with 

punctuation marks used in poetry and prose. But, in Tamil poetry, any references did not mention about the 

punctuation marks is mostly used for the formal document preparation for the colloquial Tamil/Prose. 

In Tamil, a grammatical rule is set the Punctuation Marks in a particular position like a English.  Because, the 

official document preparation this modern Tamil was formatted by the government bodies.  Every punctuation is 

having a vast dimension in Tamil Grammar. 
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5. Modern Tamil Word Sense Disambiguation: 

Table of Untagged Word-Sense Disambiguation 

 
Table of Untagged Word-Sense Disambiguation is describing that the table is classified the ambiguity into two 

major parts: 

1. Modern Tamil ambiguity in the terms of meaning 

2. Modern Tamil ambiguity in the terms of grammar. 

1. Modern Tamil WSD in the terms of meaning: 

This part consists of ambiguities in these below mentioned categories: 

i. A Modern Tamil word with a multiple meaning, 

ii. One meaning given many words, 

iii. Modern Tamil words with Ambiguity, 

iv. Happenings on words joining, 

v. Noun word become Verb action, 

vi. Ambiguity in hereditary sentences and 

vii. Sentence is not in the position. 

2. Modern Tamil WSD in the terms of grammar: 

This part consists of ambiguities in these below mentioned categories: 

i. Ambiguity in prepositions and adjoining words, 

ii. Grammar matching demands. 

VI. Untagged Pattern 

Tagged patterns are named an entities and processing the functionalities of the application using querying, it is 

querying the data through labeling. Labelling having a common name of the particular set. For an example, 

<noun>Kalpana</noun> like this tag several entities available in a customized corpus. Like a same way, other 

kinds of sets also available. Using this, common name of a single set patterns are recognized. But, in a tagged 

method accuracy is less than untagged corpus compare than tagged corpus or information. Each entities are 

concerntrates in a untagged patterns, in this way end user can get highest accuracy from an usage of text-based 

applications. 

Example: 

PUNCTUATION: 

Comma(,) or kālpuḷḷi: 

Input Sentence: nīṅkaḷ veḷiyiṭṭirunta nakaiccuvait tuṇukkukaḷaip paṭittēṉ  racittēṉ ciritēṉ(without 

comma). 

Pattern: \w+(?<=ttēṉ)(?=(\w\w\w)+${,}) 
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Output Sentence: nīṅkaḷ veḷiyiṭṭirunta nakaiccuvait tuṇukkukaḷaip paṭittēṉ,  racittēṉ, ciritēṉ(inserted comma 

using pattern). 

VII. Conclusion 

This untagged based colloquial or Modern Tamil Prose-based Grammar checker is querying each and every 

grammatical term of the sentences using patterns or expressions. This customized Grammar checker is 

processing with pattern in WSD and Punctuation. But, in sandhi and transliteration it is functioning in a way of 

word-based paradigm in a rule-based machine translation. These are the technical analysis bringing next to the 

stage of implementation. 
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